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Abstract
Creator recognizable proof is the assignment of distinguishing the creator of a given test from an arrangement of suspects. The
fundamental worry of this assignment is to characterize a fitting portrayal of test that catches the written work styles of writers. In this
task, weka based machine learning apparatuses are utilized for ID of creator for include extraction of reports spoke to utili zing variable
size character n-grams. We composed our own java program to extricate the highlights like number of words, sentences and so on. From,
the ballad which thusly sustained as contribution to weka device for the recognizable proof of creator then in the wake of te sting the
contribution with all the calculation all the exactness rates are noted down to see which calculation is given us the best precision rate.
Presently to discover the creator name for a mysterious sonnet the lyric highlights are extricated utilizing the java code and the yield is
taken in the java record given to the weka instrument and tried with the calculations and after that the creator name is given to the
unknown ballads.
Keywords: weka, portrayal, stylometry, ballads, creator.

1. Introduction
Author distinguishing proof is the errand of recognizing who
composed a given bit of content from a given arrangement of
applicant creators (suspects). From machine learning point of
view, it can be seen as multiclass single- content order assignment
where creator speaks to a class (mark) of a given content. The
investigation of stylometry and origin backpedals to the nineteenth
century, with Mendenhall leading the pack by describing the style
of various creators through the recurrence dissemination of
expressions of different lengths. Amid the principal half of the
twentieth century, numerous factual examinations were taken after
presenting measures for composing styles including Zipfs
circulation and Yules K measure.
Present day creation ID began by Mosteller and Wallace take a
shot at the federalist papers, where they connected Bayesian
measurable examination on the frequencies of a little arrangement
of capacity words (e.g "and", "to", "the"), as expressive highlights
of test. In the writing numerous highlights have been proposed to
catch complex highlights including vocabulary abundance
measures, linguistic highlights, work words frequencies and
character n-gram frequencies. Profound learning has been
effectively connected to different common dialect handling
assignments creating execution comes about beating already best
in class system. For instance, connected profound learning on the
area adaption of feeling investigation by utilizing abnormal state
highlight portrayal extricated utilizing profound neural systems
and beat the condition of craftsmanship strategies on the order
undertaking. Additionally, profound with the fast improvement of
data, more correspondence and capacity of records is performed
carefully.

An extraordinary extent of business documentation and
correspondence, in any case, still takes puts in physical shape and
the fax machine stays key device of correspondence around the
world. Along these lines, optical character acknowledgment
(OCR) is winding up increasingly vital. In any case, all the current
takes a shot at OCR make a vital understood presumption that the
content and dialect of the archive to be handled is known.
Human intervention in identifying the script and language of
document in dealing with massive images cannot satisfy the
requirement of speed and automation. Hence, script identification,
by way of the front processing technology of OCR system, is
essential and significant.
Writer ID can be viewed as a characterization issue of
texts:"Given an arrangement of records composed by a same
writer, set can be substantial or made out of just a single
component, we need to choose if another archive has been
composed by an indistinguishable writer from the others". We
need to take care of an issue of order having as reaction a twofold
esteem ("yes" or "not") r a likelihood to have a place with the
arrangement of known reports. Be that as it may, one of the
specificities of this issue is that lone components having a place
with one of the two conceivable classes are given: the records
having a similar creator, however the below average are not
expressly depicted. Additionally, now and then the quantity of
positive illustrations is diminished to just a single archive and, the
assignment turns out to be significantly more troublesome. To
moderate the nonattendance of negative illustrations, one can
attempt to deliver some of them. Thusly is investigated by various
creator among which Seidman who fabricates a class of impostors
arbitrarily picked on the web based on ten more successive words
in the accessible archives.
Different creators, as Zhang et al and Halvani change this issue of
arrangement with two classes into issue with a few classes, either
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by including outer classes or by separating the underlying classes
into a few. These same creators increment the span of the class
containing the know archives when this last one is lessened to just
a single. Along these lines, these methodologies permits to change
the issue into a traditional from of arrangement, however amid the
development of the arrangement of negative cases there is a
hazard to take a few reports altogether different from the known
records. It us broadly recognized that individuals around the globe
are progressively utilizing the PC advances and PC intervened
correspondences to interface with each other. The web's consistent
availability and easy to use stage have changed the sharing of data
and correspondence, encouraging a worldwide web of virtual
groups.

2. Material and Methods
Finding the creators for anonymous poems in Telugu find the
opportunity to be especially troublesome as there is no framework
to remember them curiously. By separating these highlights vital
to Telugu compositions and by utilizing reasonable estimations,
essayists for these dark works can be seen. Gathering is done by
utilizing content giving strategy. Content taking care of is the
framework for getting top notch data from substance that solidifies
genuine cases from the substance.
Data set is nothing but a collection of related sets of information
that is composed of separate elements but can be manipulated as
signals unit by the computer . In this project the data set is the
most important part because it is the source for training the
machine and finding the author for unauthorised poem. We have
collected poems of 8 different authors and for each authors we
have collected more than 101 poems.In this dataset (418) poems
used for training the machine and (418) poems for testing the
machine. The data sets we have used in the project are as follows
S.no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Author
Pakki Venkata Narasimha
Venkaya kavi
Swami Parmanandha
Buchana
Dasi Sree Ramulu
Kancharla Gopana
Sadanandha Yogi
Bharthru Hari

No. of poems collected
103
104
106
110
100
103
102
108

By extracting lexical, syntactic and semantic elements as clarified
in the classification process is performed. The rundown of features
that are considered is shown in table-1.
These highlights are extricated from the informational index and
used for performing grouping. These highlights describe the
stylometry of the maker. Stylometry is the utilization of
examination of created styles from physically composed articles
that can be utilized as a major aspect of origin recognizable proof.
Stylometry consolidates extraction of lexical, syntactic,
measurable highlights that ate separated from the dataset. By
utilizing J48 calculation, an exactness of 88.69% was
accomplished.
The J48 algorithm consists of two parameters, confidence factor
and minimum number of objects. These two factors have to be
varied in order to obtain some difference in the accuracy. The
confidence factor have to be varied from 0.1 to 1.0 while the
minimum number of objects have to varied from 1 to 23 actual
number of features considered in the Data set. After performing
the tweaks, the final accuracy achieved is 88.6% confidence factor
being 0.2 and minimum number of objects being 4, the peak
accuracy was achieved.
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3. Feature Extraction
Feature extraction handle assembles an arrangement of derived
qualities from the underlying arrangement of information that is
planned to human translation. Dataset cannot be specifically
utilized as a part of the tool to perform arrangement. Just the
features that are extricated from the dataset from the dataset can
be utilized to assemble the classifier. This classifier that is built is
then used to perform the classification process on the dataset in
hand.
Three types of features, lexical, syntactic and semantic are
extracted. Lexical features include categories such as noun, verb,
adjective, and pronoun. Syntactic features include noun phrase,
verb phrase and prepositional phrase. Semantic features are those
that include a set of features that intensifies the meaning of a
word.
In addition to these features, statistical features are also extracted
from the dataset. Statistical features account to a major part of the
classifier accuracy. The classifier accuracy has increased from
86% to 90% by including statistical features to the features set and
performing some tweaks in the algorithm used. Statistical features
include minimum, maximum, sum and mean.
The attributes recorded in table-Ⅰ are extracted from the dataset.
The dataset is initially changed over into Unicode format so it can
perused in Microsoft excel. Computers cannot comprehend
Telugu characters. They bargain just with numbers in their
memory. Unicode gives an encoding framework that covers all the
regional languages and gives an approach to computers to
comprehend them.
The extraction procedure is done by utilizing sql commands,
which can extricate the predetermined features consequently.
Sqlite browser is utilized to make a database with every one of the
poems and components. The extracted features are in numeric
format.
These numeric features that are extracted are all used in the
classification process as all of these features play a vital role in
improving the classifier accuracy to a great extent.

Attribute Set
Attributes type

Statistical features

Syntactic features

Attributes
 Count Word
 Sentence count
 Character count
 Paragraph count
 White space count
 Occurrence of achulu, halulu, gunithalu,
vothulu
 Mean of Word Count, Median of Word
Count, Mode of Word Count
 Ratio of Count Word TowardsA
 Ratio of Sentence Count TowardsA
 Ratio of Character Count TowardsA
 Ratio of Paragraph Count TowardsA
 Ratio of White Space Count TowardsA
 Ratio of Count Towards Lines
 Ratio of Sentence Count TowardsB
 Ratio of Character Count TowardsB
 Ratio of Paragraph Count TowardsB
 Ratio of White Space Count TowardsB

We have added a special to the feature set i.e frequency of words .
The frequency of words feature has been the stand out feature for
many algorithms. Because of this feature In the dataset the
accuracy rates for all the algorithms have been raised.
Table1: Best attributes ranges from (1-9) are selected from j48 decision
tree algorithm range and achieved accuracy as below.
Features
Accuracy
Mean of word count
61.79%
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Ratio of sentence count towardsA
Ratio of count word towards lines
Ratio of count towardA
Count word
Hallulu count
Sentence count
White space Count
Guninthalu count

83.62%
84.9%
88.304%
87.13%
85.57%
85.57%
87.13%
87.91%

Table2: Varying features in the dataset over the best chosen attributes
accuracy as follows.
Minimum Number of Objects
Accuracy
1
88.10%
2
87.914%
3
88.10 %
4
88.69%
5
87.9%
6
86.35%
7
86.15%
8
86.74%
9
86.74%
10
86.35%
11
85.77%
12
85.18%
13
85.18%
14
84.99%
15
84.79%
16
84.99%

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

84.99%
84.79%
84.79%
84.99%
84.40%
84.40%
84.79%

Table3: Highest Minimum number of objects Vs changing confidence
factor from 0.1-1.0.
Confidence Factor with constant
Accuracy
MNO(minimum no of object)
0.1
88.30%
0.2
88.69%
0.3
88.30%
0.4
88.49%
0.5
88.49%
0.6
88.69%
0.7
88.69%
0.8
88.69%
0.9
88.69%
1.0
88.69%

After finding confidence factor over greatest minimum no of
objects we have achieved outstanding accuracy 88.69% using J48
algorithm.

3.2. Algorithms Accuracy
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Algorithms
J48
Randomforest
Bayes net
Naïve Bayes
One R
Attribute Select Classifier
Randomizer filter classifier
Sequential minimal Optimiation
Locally weighted learning
IBK
JRIP
Random tree
Multilayer preceptron
Logicboost
Decisiontable
Bagging
Random committee
Ada Boost M1
K star
Logistic

3.3. Achieved Accuracy Graph

Percentage
90.05%
100%
91.228%
90.044%
67.836%
94.34%
100%
94.73%
73.294%
100%
92.78%
100%
97.85%
95.51%
86.54%
33.1384%
100%
41.33%
100%
100%
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4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Training Set
The outcome of the comparison of twenty related algorithms to
their corresponding accuracies are listed in Table .These are found
using weka explorer by training the data set here we got accuracy
as follows.
The Random Forest algorithm which has given its best accuracy
on certain datasets has given an peak accuracy of 100% on the
dataset at hand. The Naïve Bayes algorithm has also performed
well on various other datasets while on the dataset at hand it has
given a accuracy of 90.04%. The KStar algorithm has produced an
accuracy of about 100% while OneR algorithm has performed to
produce an accuracy of 67.83% and SMO algorithm producing
94.73%. J48 algorithm has produced an outstanding 90.05% on
the
dataset at hand. The Multilayer Perceptron algorithm which is
considered to perform well on almost all datasets has given an
accuracy of 97.85%.
The LWL and Logit Boost algorithms have given a similar
accuracy of 73.29% respectively, while the Random Tree
algorithm and Logistic has produced an accuracy of 100% on the
dataset. The Randomizable Filter Classification algorithm and
Random Committee algorithm produced the similar accuracy of
100% respectively. The IBK algorithm has produced an accuracy
of 100% whereas the JRip algorithm has produced an accuracy of
92.78%. The OneRand AdaBoost M1 have all produced the least
accuracy of 67.83% and 41.33% respectively. By adding
frequency of words accuracy gain in each algorithm .for training
the dataset we use every features(23) in the dataset after we got
accuracy as mentioned in the graph. In that we will choose the
peak accuracy got for our datset and the model is saved for testing
the dataset.
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For testing the dataset none of the features is selected for
classification because it is already trained.for testifying the dataset
it should be choosed as supplied test set and have to set test
instances by opening file in newdata Attribute-Relational File
Format (ARFF) is for testing purpose each author some poems are
taken by replacing question mark (?) in place of author name as
shown in above. And next thing is to open classifier evaluation
options
In that choose output predictions as plain text out will be saved
and unmark except preserve order for % Split and load the saved
model in result list and next choose the field as author and right
click on result list we will get options click on the Re-evaluate
model on current test set we will get author names as kept in new
data as question mark.Hence by using greatest accuracy one in
testing author identification is done as displayed below with after
evaluation.
4.2.2. Identification of Author Using Our Dataset

4.2. Testing
4.2.1. Newdata.arff

4.3. Architecture Diagram

5. Conclusion
In our work we examined twenty algorithms for classification, the
C4.5 algorithm has accomplished satisfactory and has given an
maximum peak accuracy of 90.66% on the dataset. Other
algorithms like Multilayer Perceptron and IBK have also provided
a decent accuracy ranging from 97.85%-100%.Algorithms like
Bagging and AdaBoost M1 have given the least accuracy of
33.18% and 41.336% respectively. Out of the 20 algorithms used
for comparison, the J48 algorithm has performed well with an
accuracy of 90.66%. By adding frequency of words in our dataset
we got greatest accuracy compare to previous works. And it is
tested with weka for finding an author successfully identified. For
future works it is easy extension for finding an author for all
Indian languages.
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Feature set (Lexical, Syntactic,
Semantic, Statistical)

Accuracy of implemented
algorithm

Comparison of algorithms with
other algorithms used with other
language data sets

Feature extraction

feature selection (25
features)

Training data

Test data

Comparison of algorithms with
other algorithms used with other
language data sets
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